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Leaders in pipeline maintenance

Who we are
Pipelines Maintenance Centre, commonly known as
“PMC” was established in 1975 as the emergency
response unit, servicing the national and local network
of gas pipelines.
Today, our technicians and engineers continue to
work across the pipeline network from strategically
positioned depots in England, Scotland and Wales.
We have developed such a large portfolio of specific
skills and experience that we are considered the
leading authority on emergency and planned
solutions in the field of pipeline repair, replacement,
maintenance and intervention.
Our expertise spans a wide range of materials
and pressures used in both Gas Transmission and
Distribution.
We undertake works as Principal Contractor,
contractor and sub-contractor.

What we offer
We have a wealth of design capability. We regularly
create bespoke solutions for specific pipeline issues
and work in conjunction with a number of design
contractors to undertake design approvals and
appraised designs associated with new works,
modifications and repairs. Some examples of tailored
solutions include the following:

• Vent and sealant line epoxy repair technique. An
in-house innovation that allows repair to the valve
while the gas stays live, resulting in significant savings.
• Sealant point epoxy support, a process that installs
an epoxy support base around a below ground
sealant point adaption to provide support during
reinstatement.
• Lapping tool. This is a repair method that avoids the
need to replace a valve. This has been used multiple
times to repair and recover valves, resulting in
significant savings.
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Mechanical maintenance
PMC conducts a full range of mechanical maintenance across the gas
pipeline network.
Valves can usually be repaired without decommissioning the pipeline.
Our expert team have developed specialist repair techniques that often
eliminate the need for expensive valve replacements.

Our expertise includes:
● Flushing and sealing techniques using existing valve connections.
● Sealant-vent plug adaption carried out where bling plugs are
fitted.
● Vent-sealant line replacement.
● Repair and replacement of actuators and extension tubes.
● Stem seal leak repairs.
● Re-validation and pressure testing are both undertaken on site.

Pipeline repairs
PMC conduct pipeline repairs on a full range of diameters and materials
across all pressure ranges (LDN, LTS, NTS).
In the case of a suspected pipeline defect, our trained technicians can carry
out an on-site assessment of the defect. Information is then sent back to a
mechanical defect assessor who will calculate the severity of the damage
and make recommendations.
We offer permanent epoxy sleeve repairs, suitable for non-leaking pipeline
defects such as dents, gouges, cracks, corrosion or a combination of these.
Sleeves can be manufactured quickly and to your specification. Welding is
not required on epoxy sleeves, this minimises risk and allows the process to
be performed without gas interruption.
In most cases, the repaired area is stronger than the adjacent defect-free
pipe.
PMC have also developed a technique to repair leaking end seals on
nitrogen sleeves.
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Under pressure operations
PMC provide a range of activities which can be utilised under pressure.
We offer a complete flowstopping service for planned and emergency
operations on a full range of diameters and materials across all pressure
ranges (LDN, LTS, NTS).
These include steel, cast and ductile iron and PE systems at all pressure
ranges up to 100 Bar on pipelines up to 48” diameter.
We utilise various stopple techniques such as :
•
•
•
•
•
•

PE squeeze off;
IRIS stop;
Bag off and stop technology;
Fixed head stopple;
Bifurcated stopple;
Bond and Bolt.

We also undertake under-pressure drilling for all diameter and material limits
up to 100 Bar and 48” diameter.
Bond and Bolt
PMC are utilising an innovative technique for bag stop and camera insertion
into low pressure metallic mains, coupled with a standard flowstopping bag.

Benefits of use:
•

Reduction in excavation
costs due to less depth and
size;

•

Reduced re-instatement
costs;

•

Faster process from
mobilising to site to
flowstopping;

•

Reduced occupation time of
the highway;

•

Potential to avoid ‘deep
excavations’ and a 1 year
reduction in defect liability.
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Emergency response “CEME” Scheme
PMC operates a 24 hour, 365 days a
year emergency response service for
a range of pipeline operators. This
is commonly known as the CEME
Scheme (Centralised Emergency
Materials and Equipment).
Customers include gas transmission
and distribution network owners,
power stations, oil and multi-fuel
pipeline owners.
In an emergency situation, PMC are
the team you can trust to respond.
Our engineers are strategically
placed across mainland Britain
and have access to vast array of
equipment.

Stock
As a “CEME” members, you benefit
from our aggregated stock and have
access to all of the materials and
specialist equipment we hold across
our strategically placed depots. Our
stock includes:
- Pre-tested pipe stock;
- Transition pieces;
- Bends;
- High pressure sealing elements;
- Split tees;
- Epoxy sleeves;
- Repair clamps;
- Large diameter flow stop epoxy
tees;
- Epoxy tee branch seals.

Farming incident - everyday pipeline risk
PMC received a call on the CEME emergency line to
advise that a farmer had augured into the pipeline
whilst creating a hole for a post.
A team from PMC South were dispatched who
utilised branch saddles for a bypass and performed
a 2 way 250 squeeze off.
The pipeline was re-instated within a matter of days.

Equipment
Our equipment is pre-tested and
stock managed so that we can
provide rapid response in the event
of an emergency.
Our equipment and materials can
be utilised across a full range of
diameters and pressures.
Access to our specialist equipment
includes:
- Tapping machines;
- Stopple equipment;
- IRIS stops;
- PE Squeeze off equipment.

Bridge crossing emergency
PMC received a call on the CEME emergency line to
advise of a suspected gas leak on a 4barg 12 inch
IP pipe which runs across a railway line on a bridge
crossing that lets boats through.
A team was dispatched and worked in very difficult
conditions to fit a wraparound mechanical supa tee
and re-instated the pipeline.
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Inspection services
PMC provide a wide range of
pipeline and asset inspection
services such as visual inspection,
corrosion measurement, corrosion
rectification along with nondestructive testing, hydrostatic
testing, radiography and phased
array.
PMC has also invested in a number
of 3D laser scanners which will
eventually replace the traditional
P11 inspection.
The hand held laser scanner is a
system for increasing the efficiency
of pipeline damage measurements.
Its use improves safety of
technicians by reducing the time
spent in excavations and it also
improves the reporting of pipeline
damage/defect condition.
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Aerial surveys
PMC conducts aerial surveys to
detect any activity on the ground
that may be a threat to the pipeline.
PMC operates a fleet of helicopters
along with a crew of pilots to plan
and deliver the schedule of surveys.
Pipelines are patrolled at 185 km/h
and 500 feet.
Drone Surveys
PMC is also fully authorised by
the Civil Aviation Authority to pilot
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (“Drones”)
Drones are an easy way to access
inaccessible areas. Inspections
are fast with photographic and
video images obtained and viewed
simultaneously. The use of drones
minimize shut down costs and also
reduce working at height.

Inspection services

Line Walking
Line walking compliments the
requirement to survey pipelines
via an aerial survey. PMC have
developed bespoke applications to
record information in the field which
provide real time status updates and
photos.
If any faults are found we record the
pipelines depth, a fault description
and location details. Minor repairs
are also completed during the
linewalk.
Remedial works are also carried out
post line walk.
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In-line inspection
We have a dedicated In-line
Inspection department, with a team
of highly experienced technicians.
Working with our preferred partner,
we offer a full end-to-end service
across the full range of pipeline
diameters.

associated bridle paperwork.

Our services span techniques such
as MFL (Magnetic Flux Leakage)
and Geometric Intelligent pipeline
inspections. We also conduct
preparatory work and tracking and
monitoring.

Geometric pipelines inspections
• High precision geometry
mapping and dent sizing.

We hold a range of pigs from 8” to
48” and supply launch and receive
trolleys, flanged potable pig traps
from 8” to 36” and, if required, the

We can also provide transmitter
and receiver equipment to locate
a preparatory pig in a pipeline or
confirm it’s passage at a specific
location.

•

Accurate stress analysis from
high resolution inspection raw
data.

•

Can be run as a combinational
tool along with MFL.

Our full programme of inspections

● Planning of global pigging programme from
initiation to completion.

● Review of initial pipeline questionnaire and
providing guidance on the selection and sequence
of preparatory pigs.
● Installation/removal of portable pig traps.
● Interpreting the reasons for any damage to the pigs
including guidance on how to proceed.

Magnetic Flux testing
Magnetic Flux testing is a widely used, Non-Destructive
Testing (NDT) method for the detection of corrosion and
pitting in pipelines. MFL involves magnetizing a ferrous
metal object to saturation level with a powerful magnetic
field. Where the object has no flaws, the magnetic flux
will remain undisturbed.
Where there is internal or external metal loss, the
magnetic flux leaks from the object.

● Budget management.
● Provision of all required preparatory pigging
equipment in the specified range including loading/
unloading trolleys.
● Provision of a pig tracking service including
monitoring the pigs progress along the pipeline route.
● Assisting with the interpretation of the inspection
reports and specialised consultancy 		
guidance, including software training.
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Fabrication and welding
Our team of highly skilled coded welders, operate to standards including
BS 4515-1:2009, API 1104 and ASME 9.
These standards are equally applicable to varying steel pipeline diameters,
wall thicknesses and pressure ranges.
PMC have capability to construct intricate steel pipework fabrications
off-site at our depots in Ambergate and Hitchin. Our welders and welding
inspectors also carry out on-site repairs and planned works to existing
pipelines and plant.
We also have in-house radiography inspections services, which support our
off-site fabrication works.

Recompression
PMC has a fleet of mobile recompression units that can
be used across the pipeline network.
They are utilised when a section of the pipeline to be
evacuated and isolated. The pipeline is usually isolated
by block valves, at each end of a valve station.
The mobile compressor is then connected to the
isolated section with high pressure temporary piping.
The operation and control of both units is by remote
control from an operator station. The unit operates
fully automatically and reduces the environmental and
commercial impact of vented gas.
This technique can be used when the live section is
operating at full pressure.

Painting, coating and wrapping
At our Ambergate site we have a state of the art Blast
and Paint facility.
We can provide painting, coating and blasting
services across a full array of items from the smallest
1” valves to the largest 54” closure pig traps.
We can accommodate lengths of up to 12 metres
and items as tall as 3.6 metres.
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Project Delivery
PMC specialise in delivering small to medium size
projects which are predominantly of a mechanical
scope, to a programme of works ensuring greater
reliability and value for money. Through the high
standards of work we set and achieve, a greater benefit
is shared with our customers.
PMC have been operating and delivering construction
projects in the role as Contractor and Principal
Contractor for several years.
Within our team we have appointed personnel with the
required skills, knowledge and experience of the CDM
Regulations and associated statute of both Great Britain
and Northern Ireland to ensure compliance with our
statutory duties and adoption of best practices.
We have formulated and refined processes,
approaches, documentation and competence to
enable PMC to provide the services of any of the
required appointed roles of Principal Designer, Principal
Contractor or Contractor on multi-disciplined projects.
We also offer guidance, if required, in relation to
managing projects under CDM.

Project Delivery Pre-Heater installation case study
PMC were appointed as Principal Contractor and
Principal Designer under CDM 2015 Regulations to
carry out the first installation of a new preheat solution
(ProHeat Low Pressure Steam Preheating Package) in
order to trial the technology and allow the customer to
remove a downstream site.
PMC successfully delivered to a 14 week programme
undertaking the associated Civil’s, Electrical &
Instrumentation and Mechanical works. This included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Temporary works Co-Ordination & Supervision
Installation of Civil’s works
Base plate and ancillary concrete laying for lighting
Electrical and Instrumentation works
Telemetry
Lighting
Unit electrical supply
Mechanical works associated
Fuel Gas supply
HP Gas flow through unit
G/17 Part F update and Asset Data Capture

Project Delivery
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GLASGOW
Moorpark Centre, 60 Dava Street, Glasgow, G51 2BQ
T: 0141 445 0753
1. GLASGOW - Tel: 0141 445 0753
FEATHERSTONE
60 Dava Street, Glasgow, G51 2BQ
Unit 2, Innovation Square, Featherstone, WF7 6NX
01977 704415 - Tel: 01977 704415
2. T:
FEATHERSTONE
Unit 2, Innovation Square, Featherstone, WF7 6NX
KNOWSLEY
3, Alchemy
3. Unit
KNOWSLEY
- Tel:Way,
0151Platinum
331 0712 Court, Knowsley, L33 7XN
T:
0151
331 0712
Unit
3, Alchemy
Way, Platinum Court, Knowsley, L33 7XN
4. BIRMINGHAM
BIRMINGHAM - Tel: 0121 380 8644
Unit
10, Holford
HolfordLane,
Lane,
Aston,
Witton,
Birmingham,
B6 7AX
Unit 10,
Aston,
Witton,
Birmingham,
B6 7AX
T: 0121 380 8644
5. AMBERGATE - Tel: 01773 854 400
AMBERGATE
Ripley Road, Ambergate, Derbyshire, DE56 2FZ
Ripley Road, Ambergate, Derbyshire, DE56 2FZ
T: 01773 854 400
6. HITCHIN - Tel: 01462 444 638
Cadwell Lane, Hitchin, Hertfordshire, SG4 0SL
HITCHIN
Cadwell Lane, Hitchin, Hertfordshire, SG4 0SL
7. T:
CARDIFF
- Tel:
02920 778 363
01462 444
638
Unit H1 & H2, The Levels, Parkway, Wentloog, Cardiff, CF3 2PU
CARDIFF
Unit H1 Capital Business Park, Parkway, Wentloog, Cardiff, CF3 2PU
T: 02920 778 363

